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Course Structure

At the heart of our curriculum is a narrative, driven by one big question: Is there life beyond
Earth?

This major question breaks down into six narrower questions which guide students through
major areas of biology content:

1) Biology Bootcamp: How do we study biology?
2) World Biodiversity Expedition: What is life?
3) Journey to the Galapagos: How did life get so diverse?
4) Time Traveler’s Guide to Life on Earth: How did life evolve?
5) Into the Cell: What is life made of?
6) Searching for Signatures: How could we test for life beyond earth?
7) Blue Planet: What is the future of life on Earth?
8) A Mission Beyond: What is the future of life beyond Earth?

BioBeyond addresses these questions through 53 lessons and 3 large projects, organized in
one preparatory and seven content units:

1) Biology Bootcamp (4 lessons)
2) World Biodiversity Expedition (6 locations, 1 lesson, 1 project)
3) Journey to the Galapagos  (5 lessons)
4) Time Traveler’s Guide to Life on Earth  (4 lessons)
5) Into the Cell (3 lessons)
6) Searching for Signatures (8 lessons)
7) Blue Planet (5 lessons, 1 project)
8) A Mission Beyond: (12 lessons, 1 project)

What follows in this section is a description of each unit and lesson, along with details which are
useful for customization and adaptation of BioBeyond to your students’ and institution’s needs.
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Unit 1: Biology Bootcamp (4 lessons)

Faced with a huge question, “How do we study biology?”, Biology Bootcamp equips
students with the tools, skills, and habits of mind necessary to address big questions in a
thorough, methodical, objective, and repeatable manner. Students put their learning to
the test when a classmate, Carl, asks for their help in solving some academic issues
he’s been having. Students must hypothesize, experiment, form and refine models to
ease Carl’s woe.

Lesson 1: Scientific Reasoning

Learning Objectives
● Identify and describe the philosophical assumptions and limitations of

scientific reasoning
● Describe, and apply the scientific method of reasoning including basic

techniques such as positive and negative experimental controls, drawing
conclusions from data, and accounting for uncertainty

● Differentiate among facts, hypotheses, theories, and predictions
● Apply critical thinking and scientific reasoning to evaluate claims
● Distinguish between dependent and independent variables and identify

relationships between them

Prior Knowledge
This lesson does not assume any prior knowledge.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Mindscapes: Students explore their own biases and sensory limitations
using visual and auditory information which can be easily misinterpreted.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Scientific Reasoning, students confront their sensory limitations and
biases as well as errors inherent in instruments and measurements, then
learn about scientific inquiry as a way to narrow uncertainty and deal with
these limitations and errors. Experimental design, scientific terminology
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including hypothesis and theory, and types of experimental variables
round out the student’s experience, which is culminated by an introduction
to Carl, whose grades have dropped precipitously and is asking the
student to help identify what’s causing his academic woes.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in an online course, have students identify some of
the reasoning pitfalls in typical pseudoscientific claims, hunt for misuse
and misunderstanding of common scientific terms, and identify types of
variables in experiments described in press releases.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
In a blended course, students could complete all three lessons in this hub
in preparation for an in-class discussion on the nature of science and
exploration of the misrepresentation of the science in the media. In a
blended class that meets once per week, consider discussing both the
Learner Success module and Biology Bootcamp module in a single
in-person class period in the context of preparation for learning science.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
For a traditional course, the Biology Bootcamp hub is an excellent
common experience that could be used to foster a discussion of the
nature of science. For a particularly impactful activity, have a brief
discussion in a class before students complete the assignment, then
discuss again afterward, encouraging students to reflect on what they
learned and to highlight their own misconceptions.

Lesson 2: Scientific Tools

Learning Objectives
● Use a model to generate and test hypotheses
● Apply the SI system of units to measurements both linear and volumetric
● Express and discuss uncertainty in measurements, observations, and

experiments
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Prior Knowledge
Activities with Carl in this lesson assume the student has completed
Lesson 1 (Scientific Reasoning) of this hub.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Modeling: Students explore and compare the various models of the solar
system developed throughout history.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Scientific Tools, students are introduced to two key data gathering
tools: the SI system of units and prefixes, and the process of building and
testing scientific models of systems. Students put these tools to use using
dimensional analysis and modeling several factors that Carl thinks are
influencing his grades.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in an online setting, have students find examples of
SI units in their everyday lives, debate whether the US should switch to
the SI system, and explore other examples of scientific models such as
climate, migration, and economic models.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
In a blended course, students could complete all three lessons in this hub
in preparation for an in-class discussion on the nature of science and
exploration of the misrepresentation of the science in the media. In a
blended class that meets once per week, consider discussing both the
Learner Success module and Biology Bootcamp module in a single
in-person class period in the context of preparation for learning science.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
For a traditional course, the Biology Bootcamp hub is an excellent
common experience that could be used to foster a discussion of the
nature of science. For a particularly impactful activity, have a brief
discussion in a class before students complete the assignment, then
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discuss again afterward, encouraging students to reflect on what they
learned and to highlight their own misconceptions.

Lesson 3: Graphing Skills

Learning Objectives
● Read and interpret graphs

Prior Knowledge
None.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Graphing: Students plot and interpret data from hypothetical experiments.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Graphing Skills, students construct and interpret graphs of data sets.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in an online setting, have students search for
different relationships, types of graphs, and data sets than those which
are in the lesson and relate them to what they have learned, identifying
dependent and independent variables, and summarizing key points of
each graph.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
In a blended course, students could complete all four lessons in this hub
in preparation for an in-class discussion on the nature of science and
exploration of the misrepresentation of the science in the media. In a
blended class that meets once per week, consider discussing both the
Learner Success module and Biology Bootcamp module in a single
in-person class period in the context of preparation for learning science.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
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For a traditional course, the Biology Bootcamp hub is an excellent
common experience that could be used to foster a discussion of the
nature of science. For a particularly impactful activity, have a brief
discussion in a class before students complete the assignment, then
discuss again afterward, encouraging students to reflect on what they
learned and to highlight their own misconceptions.

Lesson 4: Scientific Skills

Learning Objectives
● Read and interpret scientific writing and representations or schematics

Prior Knowledge
Activities with Carl in this lesson assume the student has completed
Lesson 1 (Scientific Reasoning) and Lesson 2 (Scientific Tools) of this
hub.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Helping Carl: Students apply scientific reasoning, tools, and skills to data
sets in order to help a classmate identify optimal study times, commute
departure times, and budgeting in an effort to help him improve his
grades.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Scientific Skills, students put all their skills, tools, and habits of mind
toward refining their models and providing Carl with the help he needs to
succeed.

Online Deployment Suggestions
Ask students to extend their assistance of Carl to their own studies and
practices, identifying where they can improve their own routines to
increase their odds of success academically.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
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In a blended course, students could complete all four lessons in this hub
in preparation for an in-class discussion on the nature of science and
exploration of the misrepresentation of the science in the media. In a
blended class that meets once per week, consider discussing both the
Learner Success module and Biology Bootcamp module in a single
in-person class period in the context of preparation for learning science.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
For a traditional course, the Biology Bootcamp hub is an excellent
common experience that could be used to foster a discussion of the
nature of science. For a particularly impactful activity, have a brief
discussion in a class before students complete the assignment, then
discuss again afterward, encouraging students to reflect on what they
learned and to highlight their own misconceptions.
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Unit 2: Journey to the Galapagos (5 lessons)

Guiding question: “How did life get so diverse?”

In the first two lessons of this unit students explore the how: How do traits get passed on
from one generation to the next and what patterns can we observe? In the next two
lessons they study the why: Why are there so many different traits? What causes those
traits to emerge? In the final lesson, students use a simulation to discover how changes
in trait distribution can lead to the development of new species. Thereby answering our
original question, “How did we get all the diversity that we observe on Earth?”

Lesson 1: Why You Look the Way You Do

Learning Objectives
● Describe Mendel's laws of inheritance (segregation, independent

assortment, dominance) and the experiments that led to those laws
● Describe how chromosomes, genes, alleles, and DNA relate to each

other

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the student has been exposed to the concept that
there is a variation in traits among a population of organisms, a concept
that most students are familiar with from their past experience.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Predicting Traits: Students predict what traits will be present in the F1 and
F2 generations of a population, collect data, and compare their
hypotheses to data. Students will have multiple opportunities to predict
the traits in various organisms such as humans and plants.

Description of Lesson Activities
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Students explore the question of why they look the way they do. Through
tracing the inheritance of traits within a family and pea plants students will
collect evidence and draw conclusions about the fundamental principles
of how traits are passed down from parents to offspring.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson, consider having students generate small pedigree
charts for one or more traits within their own family or famous families
(Voight/Jolie/Pitt, Kardashian/Jenner, the Jacksons, etc).

Blended Deployment Suggestions
Lessons 1 and 2 of this hub could be combined for a one day per week
in-person meeting to dig deeper into exceptions to Mendelian genetics,
the use of Punnett squares, and general patterns of inheritance.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
For a traditional course, Lesson 1 could be used as an assignment to
reinforce in-class discussions and activities on Gregor Mendel and early
work in patterns of inheritance. It may be more useful to combine Lesson
1 and 2 since Lesson 1 does not include Punnett squares.

Lesson 2: Disease Detectives

Learning Objectives
● Make predictions and interpret results of single and double trait crosses

using Punnett squares
● Make predictions and observe patterns associated with genetic diseases

in a pedigree

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the students have had prior experience with
Mendelian genetics, but does not assume any familiarity with Punnett
squares or exceptions to Mendelian patterns.
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Laboratory Style Experiences
Punnett squares: Students use Punnett squares to predict genotypes,
phenotype and their corresponding ratios from monohybrid and dihybrid
crosses.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students work to save a life by selecting the correct blood for a
transfusion. To solve this problem, students learn about the various
patterns of inheritance such as codominance, incomplete dominance, and
sex-linked inheritance as they relate to diseases such as sickle-cell
anemia and hemophilia.

Online Deployment Suggestions
An online extension for this lesson could build off of the initial screens
which ask students to describe their familiarity with various genetic
diseases and disorders. Consider having students do brief research and
begin discussion on specific genetic disorders and the patterns of
inheritance that are associated with that disease.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
Lessons 1 and 2 of this hub could be combined for a one day per week
in-person meeting to dig deeper into exceptions to Mendelian genetics,
the use of Punnett squares, and general patterns of inheritance.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
This lesson provides a natural discussion and extension point around
genetic diseases and disorders that students have encountered in their
friends and family. An activity in which the student fills out a pedigree
would also make an excellent extension to this lesson. It may be more
useful to combine Lesson 1 and 2 for a single in-person class since
Lesson 1 does not include Punnett squares.

Lesson 3: Peer Pressure in Nature

Learning Objectives
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● Describe the theory of evolution by natural selection and its key concepts:
adaptation to environment, descent with modification, and reproductive
fitness

● Describe various inter-species interactions including competitive,
mutualistic, predator/prey, and parasitic relationships and how they may
lead to adaptations

● Describe how energy is transferred through organisms within an
environment utilizing food chains and webs.

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes that the student has some basic exposure to the
concept of variation within a population. The first screen references
Lessons 1 and 2 but could be easily altered to not do so.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Case Study: Students examine and analyze data about the effect of
crossbill predation on lodgepole pine populations in the western US.
Students also construct and evaluate food chains and webs through
gathering evidence from organisms in nature.

Description of Lesson Activities
In “Case Studies: Predation”, students explore the interconnectedness of
various organisms through analyzing and constructing food webs.
Through a case study, students observe how the interconnectedness of
organisms in a predatory relationship can influence traits in the other. The
effects of symbiotic relationships on participating species is also explored
through video-based experiences.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in an online format, ask students to find other
examples of predators affecting trait distributions in prey, or extend by
adding in the influence of the red squirrel on lodgepole pines, using this
second predator to introduce the concept of predatory competition and
competing selective pressures.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
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For a one-class-per-week blended course, consider combining Lessons 3
and 4, possibly 5, for a single in-class discussion on examples of
selective pressure and speciation.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
There is a second animal which preys on lodgepole pine cones, the red
squirrel. The squirrel’s predation has a different effect on the pines than
the crossbill, and in some ranges the two species co-inhabit the same
area, resulting in an opportunity to study competing selective pressures.
This situation would make for an excellent in-class exercise or discussion.

Lesson 4: The Birds and the Moths

Learning Objectives
● Describe the theory of evolution by natural selection and its key concepts:

adaptation to environment, descent with modification, and reproductive
fitness

● Describe and visualize the process of natural selection through a case
study of peppered moth

● Use data and observations to define concepts of exponential and logistic
growth, carrying capacity of an ecosystem, and other factors limiting
population distributions and dynamics

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the student has been exposed to the concept of a
distribution of traits in a population.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Case Study: Students examine and analyze evidence about pigmentation
changes in the population of peppered moths in England before and after
the passage of the Clean Air Act.

Growth Rates: Students predict growth rates of a population of organisms
to uncover the concept of carrying capacity of an ecosystem.
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Description of Lesson Activities
In “Case Studies: Environment and Selective Pressure”, students delve
into the study of the peppered moth population in nineteenth century
England. Through an analysis of the study’s data, students see how
human influences on the environment can lead to significant changes in
species.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson online, identify additional case studies which
highlight different selective pressures. Particularly timely studies on
climate change, habitat destruction, and human influence would be very
effective, as would local examples.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
For a one-class-per-week blended course, consider combining Lessons 3
and 4, possibly 5, for a single in-class discussion on examples of
selective pressure and speciation.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Consider using this lesson as a springboard to explore various selective
pressures locally and globally. Combine your discussion of Lesson 4 with
Lesson 5 for an in-depth exploration of the nature of evolution.

Lesson 5: Galapagos Exploration

Learning Objectives
● Describe the theory of evolution by natural selection and its key concepts:

adaptation to environment, descent with modification, and reproductive
fitness

● Describe Darwin's observations and hypotheses regarding natural
selection and speciation

● Describe the biological species concept
● Differentiate between allopatric and sympatric speciation
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Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the student has learned about trait distributions and
how selective pressures such as predation, environment and human can
affect traits in a population.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Speciation: Students set up several environmental and predatory
scenarios dealing with Galapagos finches to investigate the process of
speciation and the factors that can affect the rate and action of speciation.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students take on the role of explorers as they travel to several Islands in
the Galapagos and observe the differences between the various species
on each Island, Student make prediction on how this diversity emerged
before they are able to simulate the process of speciation through a
variety of challenges. Students leave this lesson with insights into the
process of speciation, evolution, and the development of life on earth.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson online, have students explore media articles on
current speciation events and the development of antibiotic resistance.
Foster discussion on the similarities between antibiotic resistance in
bacteria and evolution of new traits and adaptations in macrofauna.
Highlight the role of generations, rather than time, in speciation.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
For a one-class-per-week blended course, consider combining Lessons 3
and 4, possibly 5, for a single in-class discussion on examples of
selective pressure and speciation.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
For an in-class activity, have students compare adaptation of bacteria to
antibiotics with changes in traits in larger organisms. Highlight the
differences in time and use the disparity to emphasize the need for
reproduction in adaptation and evolution. Combine your discussion of
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Lesson 4 with Lesson 5 for an in-depth exploration of the nature of
evolution.

Unit 3: World Biodiversity Expedition (1 lesson)

Guiding Question: “What is life?”

In the World Biodiversity Expedition lesson, students observe organisms across six
locations and classify them according to their key traits.

Lesson: World Biodiversity Expedition

Learning Objectives
● Students will learn the concepts of linnaean classification and taxonomy.

Prior Knowledge
This lesson doesn’t require students to have any prior knowledge.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Students identify organisms by observing traits and behaviors of animals
from photo and video evidence.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students are presented with 10 unknown organisms they must identify by
exploring different environments and reading about the organisms that
exist in those environments.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in an online setting, select several other organisms
in addition to the 10 already selected for students to make observations
on and hypothetically classify.
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Blended and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Consider coupling this activity with a field excursion where students put
their observational skills to use in a nearby ecosystem.

Location: Sonoran Desert
Student’s locate the unknown organism in this environment by reading about all
10 organisms present in the Sonoran Desert.

Location: Deep Ocean
Student’s locate the unknown organism in this environment by reading about all
10 organisms present in the Deep Ocean.

Location: Antarctica
Student’s locate the unknown organism in this environment by reading about all
10 organisms present in Antarctica.

Location: Yellowstone
Student’s locate the unknown organism in this environment by reading about all
10 organisms present in Yellowstone.

Location: Central Park
Student’s locate the unknown organism in this environment by reading about all
10 organisms present in Central Park.

Location: Great Barrier Reef
Student’s locate the unknown organism in this environment by reading about all
10 organisms present in Great Barrier Reef.

Unit 4: Time Traveler’s Guide to Life on Earth (4 lessons)

Guiding Question: “How did life evolve?”

In the Time Traveler’s Guide to Life on Earth, students hypothesize about early life on
Earth and explore fossil life at sites from four significant periods in Earth’s history - the
Mesozoic at Hell Creek, Montana; the Cambrian at the Burgess Shale in Canada; the
Ediacaran at Nilpena, Australia; and some of the earliest signs of life on Earth, at the
North Pole Dome in Western Australia.
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Lesson 1: Written in Stone

Learning Objectives
● No biological learning objectives are covered in this lesson. It presents

preparatory material to contextualize the students’ exploration of fossils
and deep time.

Prior Knowledge
None

Laboratory Style Experiences
None

Description of Lesson Activities
Students are introduced to the concepts of geologic time, relative and
absolute dating, and fossilization in preparation for exploring three fossil
sites of interest.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in any format, consider exploring parts of deep time
that are not covered in this unit, or exploring further the processes of
radioactive dating and archaeobiology.

Lesson 2: End of an Era: Hell Creek, Montana, USA

Learning Objectives
● Describe physical and/or behavioral characteristics of many species from

several extinct biomes, including familiar and so-called 'extreme'
environments

Prior Knowledge
Students must have a grasp of deep time and age dating techniques
covered in Written in Stone to comprehend the concepts regarding the
age of the fossil sites in this lesson.
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Laboratory Style Experiences
All virtual field trips in this unit are immersive activities which explore
actual field sites in paleobiology.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students take an immersive Virtual Field Trip to the Hell Creek formation
in Montana, USA to explore the late Cretaceous and early Paleogene
fossils found there, and the boundary between these two eras.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson, we recommend exploring further the data that have
been gathered and published from these sites that we were unable to
include in the interest of lesson length and depth.

Lesson 3: Rise of the Animals: Nilpena, Australia

Learning Objectives
● Describe physical and/or behavioral characteristics of many species from

several extinct biomes, including familiar and so-called 'extreme'
environments

Prior Knowledge
Students must have a grasp of deep time and age dating techniques
covered in Written in Stone to comprehend the concepts regarding the
age of the fossil sites in this lesson.

Laboratory Style Experiences
All virtual field trips in this unit are immersive activities which explore
actual field sites in paleobiology.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students take an immersive Virtual Field Trip to Nilpena, in Outback
Australia, to explore the fossil site of the earliest animals. They re-create
the ecosystem in which the earliest animals lived.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
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To extend this lesson, we recommend exploring further the data that have
been gathered and published from these sites that we were unable to
include in the interest of lesson length and depth.

Lesson 4: First Signatures of Life: North Pole, Australia

Learning Objectives
● Describe physical and/or behavioral characteristics of many species from

several extinct biomes, including familiar and so-called 'extreme'
environments

Prior Knowledge
Students must have a grasp of deep time and age dating techniques
covered in Written in Stone to comprehend the concepts regarding the
age of the fossil sites in this lesson.

Laboratory Style Experiences
All virtual field trips in this unit are immersive activities which explore
actual field sites in paleobiology.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students take an immersive Virtual Field Trip to the North Pole formation
in Outback Australia, home to the oldest known fossilized signatures of
life, to determine what the earliest life on Earth was like.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson, we recommend exploring further the data that have
been gathered and published from these sites that we were unable to
include in the interest of lesson length and depth.
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Unit 5: Into the Cell (3 lessons)

Guiding Question: “What is life made of?”

In this short module, students explore realistic, dynamic, three dimensional models of
three major types of cells: animal, plant, and prokaryotic. As they complete a cellular
anatomy treasure hunt, students discover the names, forms, and functions of various
organelles and cellular structures while comparing anatomies of the three cell types they
explore.

Lesson 1: Into the Animal Cell

Learning Objectives
● Identify structures and components of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells

including the nucleus, ribosomes, genetic material, mitochondria, and
chloroplasts

Prior Knowledge
None

Laboratory Style Experiences
None

Description of Lesson Activities
Students explore a three-dimensional model of an animal cell, using clues
to hunt for specific parts of the cell, then examining those parts to
determine the structure, function, and composition.

Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Consider having students observe multiple types of animal cells under
light microscopy (oil immersion preferred) to compare to their virtual
experience.

Lesson 2: Into the Plant Cell

Learning Objectives
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● Identify structures and components of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
including the nucleus, ribosomes, genetic material, mitochondria, and
chloroplasts

Prior Knowledge
Proficiency in animal cell anatomy and physiology

Laboratory Style Experiences
None

Description of Lesson Activities
Students explore a dynamic three-dimensional model of a plant leaf cell,
creating a labelled map from their exploration.

Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Consider having students observe multiple types of plant cells under light
microscopy (oil immersion preferred) to compare to their virtual
experience and to their observations of animal cells.

Lesson 3: Into the Bacteria Cell

Learning Objectives
● Identify structures and components of prokaryotic cells including the

ribosomes and genetic material

Prior Knowledge
Proficiency in animal and plant cell anatomy and physiology

Laboratory Style Experiences
None

Description of Lesson Activities
Students explore a dynamic three-dimensional model of a bacterial cell
(bacillus), creating a labelled map from their exploration.

Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestion
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Consider having students observe multiple types of prokaryotic cells
under light microscopy (oil immersion required) to compare to their virtual
experience and to their observations of animal and plant cells

Unit 6: Searching for Signatures (8 lessons,)

Guiding Question: “How could we test for life beyond Earth?”

Searching for Signatures tasks students with searching for signs of life in returned
extraterrestrial rock samples. To search for these signs, students explore concepts in
molecular biology, testing control samples from the Earth and Moon to establish
baselines for their experiment along the way. The Lab itself emphasizes scientific
reasoning, dealing with uncertainty, and synthesis of multiple data streams into a
coherent discussion.

Lesson 1: Chemical Basis of Life

Learning Objectives
● Identify structures and components of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
● Identify and distinguish the structure and function of common

macromolecules used by biological systems
● Describe the concepts of atoms, molecules, chemical bonding, pH, and

the polar nature of water as they apply to the structure and function of
biological molecules

● Describe and apply the tenets of cell theory

Prior Knowledge
This lesson relates biological macromolecules to certain parts of cellular
anatomy, and assumes the student has been exposed to basic
anatomical structures of cells.

Laboratory Style Experiences
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There are no laboratory style experiences in this lesson.

Description of Lesson Activities
The Chemical Basis of Life builds on students’ experiences in Into the
Cell, where they observed that cells are composed of structures which are
made of molecules. Students learn basic concepts of atomic and
molecular structure, bonding, and biological macromolecules in the
context of the cellular anatomy they just discovered and signs they can
search for in their rock samples.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson, use discussion and activities to reinforce the
connection between chemistry and the cellular structures the students
have already viewed. Consider using the “Inner Life of the Cell” video
series as a supplement.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
For a one-class-per-week blended structure, consider combining
elements of Into the Cell and the Chemical Basis of life for a one to two
week study of the interface of biology and chemistry and the chemical
composition of life.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
In a traditional setting, Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 of this hub could be
combined for a single in-class experience looking at the chemistry of
energy, and the biology/chemistry interface.

Lesson 2: Gathering Energy

Learning Objectives
● Recognize various forms of energy in the physical world
● Explain and delineate the processes of fermentation and anaerobic

respiration, accounting for the molecules involved, including those
consumed and produced
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● Explain and delineate the process of photosynthesis, accounting for the
molecules involved, including those consumed and produced

Prior Knowledge
This lesson draws parallels and refers to student experiences learning
about food webs and trophic levels in lessons 3 and 4 of Journey to the
Galapagos. The lesson also requires student understanding of basic
atomic and molecular structure as well as biological macromolecules.

Laboratory Style Experiences
There are no laboratory style experiences in this lesson.

Description of Lesson Activities
Gathering Energy introduces students to the concept of energy in
biological systems, the use of adenosine triphosphate as an energy
carrying molecule, and relates the gathering of energy to food webs and
trophic levels they explored in their Journey to the Galapagos.

Online Deployment Suggestions
Gathering Energy is an excellent departure point to explore the
relationship between food and biology. Early references to fats, proteins
and carbohydrates in food could be expanded into a companion activity.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
Gathering Energy, along with the two Energy Challenge lessons (Lessons
2 through 4 of this hub) combine nicely for a single week’s class on
metabolism and energy sources for organisms.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
In a traditional setting, Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 of this hub could be
combined for a single in-class experience looking at the chemistry of
energy, and the biology/chemistry interface.

Lesson 3: Energy Challenge — Respiration
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Learning Objectives
● Explain and delineate the process of aerobic respiration, accounting for

the molecules involved, including those consumed and produced
● Explain and delineate the processes of fermentation and anaerobic

respiration, accounting for the molecules involved, including those
consumed and produced

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the student has had an introduction to basic
chemical principles and the role of energy in biological systems.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Energy Challenge: The student uses a simulation to explore the inputs,
outputs, and energy yield of several metabolic processes: glycolysis, the
Krebs cycle, aerobic electron transport, fermentation, and
methanogenesis.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students explore how consumers gather energy, determining the inputs,
outputs, and energy yield of aerobic respiration, fermentation, and various
anaerobic respiratory processes through a gamified, innovative
simulation. These inputs and outputs provide key clues in the search for
life in extraterrestrial samples, and link to their exploration of biodiversity,
where the student found life in exotic places.

Online Deployment Suggestions
To extend this lesson in an online setting, have students research the
environments that are inhabited by organisms that rely on less-common
metabolic processes (methanogenesis, fermentation, metal redox
reactions) and relate those environments to potential extraterrestrial
locations in the solar system.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
Gathering Energy, along with the two Energy Challenge lessons (Lessons
2 through 4 of this hub) combine nicely for a single week’s class on
metabolism and energy sources for organisms.
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Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Lesson 3 provides a solid base of knowledge for a more in-depth
discussion of respiratory processes, extremophiles, and archaea.
Consider using time in class to discuss locations within the solar system
that are similar to environments inhabited by archaeans on Earth, and
have students hypothesize about what they could look for as signs of
these organisms.

Lesson 4: Energy Challenge — Photosynthesis

Learning Objectives
● Outline the process of photosynthesis including cycles/processes

involved, input and waste molecules, and key electron carriers

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the student has had an introduction to basic
chemical principles and the role of energy in biological systems.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Energy Challenge: The student uses a simulation to explore the inputs,
outputs, and energy yield of several metabolic processes: oxygenic
light-dependent reactions, the Calvin cycle, and anoxygenic
light-dependent reactions.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students explore processes that producers use to gather energy,
determining the inputs, outputs, and energy yield of oxygenic and
anoxygenic photosynthetic processes through a gamified, innovative
simulation. These inputs and outputs provide key clues in the search for
life in extraterrestrial samples, and link to their exploration of biodiversity,
where the student found life in places with and without sunlight.

Online Deployment Suggestions
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To extend this lesson in an online setting, have students research the
environments that are inhabited by organisms that rely on anoxygenic
photosynthesis and relate those environments to the use of anoxygenic
photosynthesis.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
Gathering Energy, along with the two Energy Challenge lessons (Lessons
2 through 4 of this hub) combine nicely for a single week’s class on
metabolism and energy sources for organisms.

Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Lesson 4 provides a solid base of knowledge for the student about
photosynthesis. An excellent extension would be to explore the role of
photosynthesis in the development of life on Earth - the Great Oxidation
Event and the “whiffs” of oxygen that preceded it, followed by the rapid
increase in complexity of life.

Lesson 5: Genetic Blueprints

Learning Objectives
● Identify and distinguish the structure and function of common

macromolecules used by biological systems
● Explain the structure of the genetic material and how its structure lends

itself to replication

Prior Knowledge
This lesson assumes the student has had an introduction to basic
chemical principles and Mendelian genetics.

Laboratory Style Experiences
DNA Builder: The student constructs a model of DNA, from piecing
together nucleotides from phosphate, deoxyribose, and nitrogenous
bases, through single and double-stranded DNA.
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Description of Lesson Activities
Genetic Blueprints traces the development of the concept of a genetic
material and the discovery of its molecular identity, tracing back to the
Mendelian experiments students learned about in their Journey to the
Galapagos. Students step into the shoes of historical researchers from
Frederick Griffith through Rosalind Franklin, identifying DNA as the
genetic material and interacting with its structure through a
three-dimensional, realistic simulation.

Online and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Genetic Blueprints follows an historical approach for much of the lesson,
tracing the development of the modern model of DNA through early 20th
century experiments. To extend this lesson, consider taking students
through a study of late 20th century discoveries about DNA, the
development of the PCR method, and epigenetics.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
In a once-a-week blended setting, consider combining Lessons 5, 6, and
7 for one unit on cellular replication. Extend the DNA portion of this lesson
by studying gene maps and the results from the Human Genome Project.

Lesson 6: Cellular Replication

Learning Objectives
● Describe the process and outcomes of mitosis
● Define the general steps of meiosis, its outcomes, and its relationship to

sexual reproduction
● Compare the outcomes and roles of mitosis and meiosis
● Contrast the processes of mitosis and binary fission
● Apply concepts of genetic information and mutation to evolution

Prior Knowledge
This lesson requires the student understand cellular anatomy and basics
of chemistry and biological macromolecules. Portions of this lesson
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reference evolution and genetics in the context of endosymbiosis and
genetic diversity, respectively.

Laboratory Style Experiences
There are no biology laboratory style experiences in this lesson.

Description of Lesson Activities
Cellular Replication explores the mechanisms by which life propagates -
binary fission, mitosis, and meiosis - and their implications for cellular
evolution (endosymbiosis) and genetic diversity.

Online and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
This lesson makes connections to genetics and evolution. To extend this
lesson, encourage discussion and dig deeper into the evidence
supporting endosymbiotic theory and the implications of the different
replication methods covered in this lesson for genetic diversity in a
population. For advanced students or majors, work in a discussion of
horizontal gene transfer in bacteria.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
In a once-a-week blended setting, consider combining Lessons 5, 6, and
7 for one unit on cellular replication. Extend the DNA portion of this lesson
by studying gene maps and the results from the Human Genome Project.

Lesson 7: Genetic Replication

Learning Objectives
● Explain the structure of DNA and how its structure lends itself to

replication
● Understand how chromosomes, genes, alleles, and DNA relate to each

other
● Apply concepts of genetic information and mutation to evolution

Prior Knowledge
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To be successful in the DNA replication lesson, students must have a
basic knowledge of DNA structure, basic chemistry, and cellular
replication. With modification, the cellular replication and DNA replication
lessons could be reversed in order.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Replication Race: Students race to replicate as many bases as possible
in two modes: within a certain time and without making an error as the
speed of replication increases. After both modes, their scores are
compared against other students who choose to be listed on a
leaderboard and against cellular enzymes.

Description of Lesson Activities
In DNA Replication, students explore the relationship between DNA
structure and its ability to be easily replicated by the cell. Anchored by a
“replication race”, students begin to explore the implications of errors in
DNA replication.

Online and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
This lesson lays the groundwork for discussion of mutations and the
implications thereof. To extend this lesson, take students through possible
sources of mutation and, for advanced students or majors, error
correction mechanisms in various organisms.

Blended Deployment Suggestions
In a once-a-week blended setting, consider combining Lessons 5, 6, and
7 for one unit on cellular replication. Extend the DNA portion of this lesson
by studying gene maps and the results from the Human Genome Project.

Lesson 8: Making Proteins

Learning Objectives
● Describe and demonstrate the processes involved in the central dogma of

molecular biology including the effects of mutations
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● Identify and contrast RNA and DNA structure and function

Prior Knowledge
Students are expected to have had exposure to the structure and
functions of DNA and basic chemistry including biological
macromolecules.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Central Dogma: Students transcribe DNA to mRNA and translate mRNA
to an amino acid sequence using a codon table. Enzymes and ribozymes
are included as part of this simulation to lend context and demonstrate the
physical mechanisms involved.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Making Proteins the student explores and participates in the “Central
Dogma of Biology”, in which the information in DNA is transcribed into
messenger RNA and then translated into an amino acid sequence by the
ribosome.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
There is a lot to build upon in this lesson. Consider having students
investigate the impact of well-known mutations on protein structure and
function, or dig deeper to find relatively common examples of the major
types of mutations. Extend the lesson for advanced students by
introducing cancer as a disease of uncontrolled replication from a
mutation in control genes, or have students learn to read gene maps from
the Human Genome Project.
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Unit 7: Blue Planet (7 lessons, 1 project)

Guiding Question: “What is the future of life on Earth?”

Blue Planet explores the past, present, and future of our home on a large scale. From
ancient fossils to beautiful coral reefs and majestic glaciers, students trace the impact of
Earth’s changing climate, then search for the root cause of today’s unprecedented rapid
rise in temperature. After finding carbon dioxide is behind the warming, students explore
sources and sinks, then design their own plan to mitigate the effects of anthropogenic
carbon release.

Lesson 1: Our Blue Planet

Learning Objectives
● Define, from observation and data, the roles of various components of the

atmosphere as they influence climate
● Describe and evaluate patterns of global climate change revealed through

data, including the role of natural and anthropogenic processes

Prior Knowledge
Students are not expected to have any particular prior knowledge for Our
Blue Planet.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Black Body Temperature: Students test various distances of Earth from
the sun to determine Earth’s temperature without an atmosphere.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Our Blue Planet students learn that Earth is blue due to liquid water at
its surface, but that Earth without an atmosphere should be too cold to
support liquid water. A brief exercise with a convertible leads students to
realize the role of the natural atmospheric greenhouse effect in warming
Earth’s surface to allow liquid water to exist.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
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This lesson sets the stage for the rest of the Blue Planet unit. Consider
exploring various greenhouse effects throughout the solar system like
Venus and Mars, using the simulator to look at the black body
temperatures of the inner planets. This activity could be built upon in later
lessons looking at atmospheric contributions to the greenhouse effect.

Lesson 2: Then and Now

Learning Objectives
● Describe and evaluate patterns of global climate change revealed through

data, including the role of natural and anthropogenic processes

Prior Knowledge
Then and Now in some places is somewhat similar to World Biodiversity
Expedition and students would benefit from experience in making
observations, but neither experience is strictly necessary.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Throughout: Students make observations of real data to reveal patterns in
Earth’s climate and its impacts in recent history.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students take a deep dive into data related to global climate change. After
being presented with climate data for the US, students are asked to
hypothesize about what they will find in other areas. Once they have
made observations about Australia, New Zealand, and global climate
data, they revisit their hypothesis and come to a conclusion about
increasing temperatures and the effects of a warmer Earth.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Then and Now takes students on a guided exploration of various impacts
of climate change. An excellent extension would be to find local and
regional data that students could explore to make a local connection to
the data they see in the lesson.
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Lesson 3: History Repeats Itself, With a Twist

Learning Objectives
● Describe and evaluate patterns of global climate change revealed through

data, including the role of natural and anthropogenic processes

Prior Knowledge
This lesson follows a similar instructional pattern as Then and Now and is
best deployed along with it. Students will be making observations similar
to their work in World Biodiversity Expedition.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Throughout: Students make observations of real data to reveal patterns in
Earth’s climate and its impacts several million years in the past.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students evaluate their place in time and identify how life has changed
over the history of Earth.  Students then proceed to explore the
Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum, a period in time about 56 million
years ago during which temperatures rapidly spiked.  Students will
explore the effect of this temperature spike on forest ecosystems, insect
herbivory, and coral reef systems through the use of fossil evidence.
Then, students will compare the rate of change during the PETM to the
rate of change today and draw conclusions on how best to extrapolate
PETM changes to what may happen today.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
The PETM is an excellent foray into past ecology. Consider extending the
lesson by studying the climate of other eras in the past such as “snowball
Earth”.  Consider also comparing the relatively slow changes during the
PETM to the rapid changes resulting from the end-Cretaceous impact.
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Lesson 4: Finding the Cause

Learning Objectives
● Define, from observation and data, the roles of various components of the

atmosphere as they influence climate
● Describe and evaluate patterns of global climate change revealed through

data, including the role of natural and anthropogenic processes

Prior Knowledge
Students must have a basic understanding of chemical nomenclature and
atomic and molecular structure as well as the recent rapid warming trend.
The lesson assumes students have been through the prior three lessons.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Model Testing: Students compare real data for several potential primary
contributors to the recent warming trend to the warming data to determine
which is likely behind the trend.

Description of Lesson Activities
In Finding the Culprit, students revisit the factors that affect Earth’s
temperature, searching for which may be responsible for the warming
trend observed worldwide. After determining atmospheric components are
likely responsible, students use data on lifetime and global warming
potential to narrow down the likely culprit to carbon dioxide.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
The lesson goes into limited depth of the evidence behind carbon dioxide
being known as the culprit for climate change. Consider looking at
evidence from the IPCC, NOAA, or NASA as supplementary material, but
be sure not to go into anthropogenic sources, as that topic arises in
Lesson 5.
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Lesson 5: Keeping Balance

Learning Objectives
● Define, from observation and data, the roles of various components of the

atmosphere as they influence climate
● Describe and evaluate patterns of global climate change revealed through

data, including the role of natural and anthropogenic processes

Prior Knowledge
Student success in this lesson is highly predicated on their having
completed Finding the Culprit (Lesson 4).

Laboratory Style Experiences
Carbon Balance: Students use a simulation to explore emission and
sequestration rate of various processes including geologic, biologic, and
anthropogenic carbon sources and sinks.

Description of Lesson Activities
Using a simulation, students explore the various emission and
sequestration rates of carbon dioxide, comparing to the rate of rise in
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, reaching the conclusion that only
anthropogenic sources could cause such a rapid change.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Strongly consider introducing students to isotopic evidence that the
carbon dioxide increase in the atmosphere is due to human activity.
Carbon and oxygen isotopes ratios from fossil fuel combustion are very
different from the natural isotope ratios and provide conclusive chemical
evidence of the human cause.

Lesson 6: Designer Planet

Learning Objectives
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● Define, from observation and data, the roles of various components of the
atmosphere as they influence climate

● Describe and evaluate patterns of global climate change revealed through
data, including the role of natural and anthropogenic processes

Prior Knowledge
Designer Planet brings together all of the students’ prior experiences in
Blue Planet, and thus is best deployed as part of the unit as a whole.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Carbon Emissions: Students use a model emissions and temperature
simulation to investigate the result of several scenarios for emission
reduction and climate intervention.

Description of Lesson Activities
Designer Planet is all about climate design. Students begin by exploring
the various facets of emissions, the “business as usual” scenario, a likely
scenario of their design, and the “best case scenario” as compared to the
IPCC/COP 21 target of 2 degrees of warming, which requires significant
effort as soon as possible. To open up new avenues, students are
introduced to the principles of several climate intervention technologies
including carbon dioxide removal and solar radiation management, after
which they design a plan to reach a target warming limit of their own
choosing.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Use Designer Planet as an opportunity to look at emission reduction and
climate intervention strategies both current and future, including the
economic and ecological impacts of each.
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Project: Blue Planet Report

The Blue Planet Report is a project that students complete as they progress
through the Blue Planet unit. It is broken down into 3 sections:

- Analysis
For each lesson, students add three captioned images that helped
them draw their conclusion, imported from the end of the lesson.

- Synthesis
Students discuss three topics that cut across the lessons
(greenhouse effect, causes of warming, consequences of
warming), supporting each with 2 images and captions

- Design
Students set a target limit for warming of Earth, then evaluate
several scenarios before designing their own plan, analyzing it,
and defending it.

The Report is not graded automatically and will require manual grading by
instructors or teaching assistants. In the Report, students may print it using the
provided button and bring in a hard copy for grading in face-to-face or blended
classes, or students can use a browser like Chrome or any browser on Mac OS
to save their document as a PDF and submit via e-mail or your LMS. Critically,
students must select the option for background image printing for their
observation images to appear. We highly recommend Chrome for this function,
as some other browsers and versions of browsers may disable background
image printing without an option to re-enable it.

If you wish, you may use the sample rubric below for grading. See also:
https://inspark.education/biobeyond/resources (login required).

Base Points
Section Criterion Points each

Cover Text Entered 3

Analysis Images 2

Captions 1

Conclusions 2

Synthesis Images 2
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Answers 3

Design Sim Outputs 3

Plan Analysis Questions 3

Quality Points
Section Criteria (up to 4 pts each)

Analysis ● Images chosen support the conclusion of the lesson
● Image captions accurately describe content in images
● Image captions are written in complete sentences with proper

grammar

Synthesis ● Images chosen support the student’s discussion
● The student’s discussion is based in the data presented in the

unit
● The student’s discussion is written in complete sentences with

proper grammar

Design ● The student has presented a wide range of possible scenarios
from their emissions simulation

● The student’s analysis of their plan is insightful and refers to
their data

● The student’s analysis of their plan is in complete sentences
with proper grammar

Total Score is out of 556 (recommended)
Base Points: 103
Quality Points: 36
Recommend Multiplier: x4

Unit 8: A Mission Beyond (9 lessons)

Guiding Question: “What is the future of life beyond Earth?”

In this unit students explore the effects of prolonged space travel on the human body. If
there is life on other planets, will we be able to survive the travel to such planets? If so,
would we be able to handle the stressors imposed on us by microgravity and
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spaceflight? Taking on the role as NASA’s lead medical officer, students will take part in
an engaging three part series that delves into the possibility of space travel and its
effects on half a dozen organ systems through case studies, simulations, and a variety of
other activities.

Lesson 1: Headquarters (3 Mini-Lessons & 1 survey)

Nested Lessons
1. Getting Started
2. Making the Dream Team
3. Unseen Danger: Radiation
4. End of Semester Survey

Learning Objectives
● This lesson is meant to provide context for students as they start this unit.

It is meant to broadly address the goals and motivation behind this unit.

Prior Knowledge
Students do not require prior knowledge before completing this lesson.

Laboratory Style Experiences
This lesson does not explicitly host a laboratory style experience.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students will learn how to navigate this unit in this short 5-10 minute
experience.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
An activity analyzing the evidence obtained from unmanned voyages to Mars can be
used to spark an in-class debate whether or not life may have or still is present on the
Red Planet.
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Lesson 2: The Skeletal Lab (3 Mini-Lessons)

Nested Lessons
5. The Bare Bones
6. Lifting Tons and Skeletons
7. Getting Under Your Skin

Learning Objectives
● Identify and distinguish the major components of the muscular, skeletal,

cardiovascular, in humans
● Compare the state of anatomical and physiological systems under stress

to their normal state and analyze the long-term effects of remaining in the
stressed state

● Describe the structure and nature of positive and negative feedback in
biological systems using at least two model systems and including
disruptions to the normal state of those systems

Prior Knowledge
Prior knowledge of the skeletal system is not required. Students
struggling with any basics can receive remediation within the lesson
itself.

Laboratory Style Experiences
In this series of lessons, students will make predictions about the causes
of bone loss in microgravity. By gathering and synthesizing evidence
from their personal experiences, laboratory experiments, and population
data, they will construct explanations of how prolonged spaceflight can
affect human bone tissue.

Description of Lesson Activities
Throughout these lessons, students determine the physiological changes
that manifest as a result of prolonged spaceflight. As they gather
evidence, they begin to piece together some of the factors that impact the
health of bones such as the lack of loading, sunlight and a poor diet.
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Armed with a potential explanation of how bone loss may occur, students
will design countermeasures to these issues. Finally, at the end of each
lesson, students see how aspects of their current diet (such as vitamin D
or calcium intake) can affect the health of their bones.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Given a blended learning deployment, class discussions can explore
bone loss as it pertains to osteoporosis. Additionally, students can be
prompted to think more critically about how they can change their diet and
exercise routine to maintain healthy bones.

Lesson 3: Muscular Lab (1 Lesson)

Nested Lessons
1. Maintaining Peak Performance

Learning Objectives
● Identify and distinguish the major components of the muscular, skeletal,

cardiovascular, in humans
● Compare the state of anatomical and physiological systems under stress

to their normal state and analyze the long-term effects of remaining in the
stressed state

● Describe the structure and nature of positive and negative feedback in
biological systems using at least two model systems and including
disruptions to the normal state of those systems

Prior Knowledge
Prior knowledge of the muscular system is not required. Students
struggling with any basics can receive remediation within the lesson
itself.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Students will use evidence from bed-rest studies to construct an
explanation for the physiological changes that occur in the muscles of
astronauts.
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Description of Lesson Activities
Students will reflect on their own personal experiences with physical
activity (such as weight training, different sports, and various exercise) to
make predictions about how microgravity can affect the muscles of
astronauts on a voyage to Mars. Students will then use their
understanding of muscle anatomy and physiology to design a
countermeasure to reduce muscle atrophy in space.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Classroom discussions can delve deeper into the connection between the
nervous system and its connection to the muscular system.Students can
also extend their knowledge of muscle physiology to analyze muscular
dystrophy.

Lesson 4: Nutrition Lab  (2 Mini-Lessons)

Nested Lessons
1. Counting Calories
2. Fueling Your Team

Learning Objectives
● Perform an energy balance of an organism
● Describe the physiological mechanisms of glucose regulation as a

homeostatic system, and analyze failure of that regulation as it relates to
diabetes

Prior Knowledge
Students do not require any prior knowledge of nutrition, however, a
cursory knowledge of macronutrients such as carbohydrates, protein and
fats can be beneficial.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Students will look at scientific research conducted on astronauts to
construct a basic diet plan designed to counteract the decrease in body
weight experienced during prolonged spaceflight. Students will also apply
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basic scientific concepts such as homeostasis to predict how the body will
react to various conditions including diabetes and starvation.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students perform an energy balance on themselves. They are prompted
to take a critical look at their activity level, calculate their basal metabolic
rate, and estimate their overall energy expenditure. With this information
they estimate the calories they need to support their own daily activity
level.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
The following modules can be used to give students the necessary
background information to compare and contrast various popular diets
(such as the ketogenic diet) and how they affect the human body. Seeing
how some diets change the type of energy the body uses can help extend
students’ understanding of the principles behind energy consumption in
the body.

Lesson 5: Cardio Lab (2 Mini-Lessons)

Nested Lessons
1. Knocked Out
2. A Change of Heart

Learning Objectives
● Identify and distinguish the major components of the muscular, skeletal,

cardiovascular, in humans
● Compare the state of anatomical and physiological systems under stress

to their normal state and analyze the long-term effects of remaining in the
stressed state

● Describe the structure and nature of positive and negative feedback in
biological systems using at least two model systems and including
disruptions to the normal state of those systems

Prior Knowledge
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Prior knowledge of the cardiovascular system is not required. Students
struggling with any basics can receive remediation within the lesson
itself.

Laboratory Style Experiences
Students use the predict, observe, and explain cycle to see how fluid
shifts within the body can affect blood pressure, cardiac output, oxygen
delivery, and eventually lead to fainting upon landing on Earth or on Mars.

Description of Lesson Activities
Students in this series of lessons use scientific data to try to unravel why
astronauts faint upon reentry into gravity (such as upon return to Earth or
possibly on Mars). Students predict how the pull of gravity can impact the
cardiovascular system’s various components. Students construct a
cardiovascular system and construct explanations for how changes in
blood composition can affect the body’s ability to carry out rigorous
activity.

Online, Blended, and Traditional Deployment Suggestions
Students can extend their understanding of cardiovascular physiology to
predict how cardiovascular conditions ( such as coronary artery disease,
high blood pressure, or stroke) can affect the underlying physiology of
their bodies. A broader discussion of why preventative measures such as
diet and exercise might reduce the risk of such conditions may also be
beneficial.
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